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ABSTRACT 
Touchscreen and motion detection technology have been widely used 

nowadays in human-computer interaction. With the applications ranged from 

smartphone, game console, etc., it is challenging to think of how to further improve 

user' s experiences in interacting with technology in their daily life. Considering this 

fact, this project is specifically conducted with a clear objective to enhance human 

computer interaction by combining the touch screen and motion detection technology 

using Leap Motion Controller. The scope of this project covered technical and non

technical issues. From technical point of view, it covered a lot of mathematical 

computation to create a reliable and accurate touch screen. As for the non-technical 

aspect, the main problem is about the users' experience in interacting with their 

computers. This project used two major research strategies: (1) a quantitative analysis · 

on the obtained data to improve the touch screen performance and (2) a qualitative 

analysis based on users' feedbacks and experiences. Although it can indeed increase 

human-computer interaction in which it allows users to interact in a more intuitive 

and natural way, it also presents the same but new problem in dealing with user's 

experience in human computer interaction. Having said that, this research has shown 

that it has a huge potential in creating a better environment for users in interacting 

with their computers in their daily life. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

1.1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1.1.1. LEAP MOTION CONTROLLER (LMC) 

·--, ·----- -- - -·-· -

The LMC is a motion-sensing device created by Leap Motion, Inc. It consists of two 

cameras that capture motion information and three infrared LEDs that function as the 

light sources [1]. The size of LMC is considerably small with dimension of 13mm x 

13mm x 76rnm and weight only 45 grams. 

Figure 1. Leap Motion Controller (Actual Size) 

The LMC is able to sense any motion detected in its field of view, which is an 

inverted pyramid with 600 mm height, 150 degree wide, and 120 degree deep. 

Because it uses very small cameras and its algorithms extract only the data required 

for the task at hand, this device has little computational analysis latency. Furthermore, 

LMC algorithms are thoroughly engineered to be able to recognize small objects and 

motions accurately to within O.Olmm [1]. 
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Figure 2. Leap Motion Controller Field of View 

In the recent papers analyzing the accuracy of LMC [2], it was shown that LMC has 

high accuracy in detecting static objects, having average mean of 0.4 mm and 

standard deviation below 1.0 mm which is more accurate than Microsoft Kinect. It 

also has high accuracy in detecting the x-axis position of dynamic objects, having 

standard deviation nearly 0.0 mm. However, LMC's accuracy in detecting y-axis and 

z-axis of dynamic object is less reliable, having standard deviation above 1.0 mm for 

y-axis and below 1.0 mm for z-axis. The overall detection performance also degrades 

significant! y on the comer of the LMC field of view. 

+Y 

+X 

Figure 3. Leap Motion Controller Coordinate System 
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1.1.2. GORILLA ARM 

The term "gorilla arm" is a common problem with gestural interfaces. The gorilla arm 

syndrome happens when users use their arm continuously to perform gestures on 

gestural interfaces. It is basically a side effect that has hindered vertically oriented 

touch screens from becoming a mainstream input technology, because the user's arm 

gets tired from being extended towards the screen. Steve Jobs himself even said that 

"Touch surfaces don't want to be vertical." [3] 

Figure 4. Illustration of Gorilla Arm 

There have been some researches conducted to solve this problem. One of them was a 

research project called "A Procedure for Developing Intuitive and Ergonomic Gesture 

Interfaces for Man-Machine Interaction" [4]. This project emphasized the 

development and testing of gestures that will be most efficient for a specific task, in 

other words, gestures that can minimize the "Gorilla Arm" problem. LeapSense will 

make use of the information obtained from this project to design gestures that will 

minimize the effect of Gorilla Arm Syndrome. 

1.2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this project is to increase human computer interaction by creating an 

application to turn any computer screen into a gesture-assisted touch screen anywhere 

by simply plugging a Leap Motion Controller device via USB into a desktop 

computer. Although the idea of controlling computing devices using the LMC and 

gestures in the air seems intriguing, our project goes one step further by giving control 

to users through the touch sensation. The idea is that users will be more satisfied with 

~:-
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the additional sensation of touch because it will give them a stronger sense of being in 

control of their devices. 

2.DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The idea of turning any computer screen into gesture assisted touch screen is 

actualized with Java application called LeapSense. This Java application is built based 

on Java SDK 1.7 and Leap Motion Controller original API under Windows 7 

environment. LeapSense translates any input received by Leap Motion Controller 

(LMC) into the desired computer control action. To maximise the user experience, 

LeapSense grants user the capability to interact with the computer in 2D space and 

also 3D space. Interaction in 2D space enables the user to touch the icon on the screen 

directly with his finger. While interaction of 3D space aids the user in navigating the 

computer environment intuitively and handily. Moreover, LeapSense also responses 

every action that the user perfon11S in 2D space and 3D space with visual feedback, 

which gives the impression of two way interaction between user and computer. 

2.1. IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAPSENSE IN 2D SPACE 

(TOUCH MODE) 

Implementation of LeapSense in 2D space enhances the user's experience in 

interacting with his non-touch screen as seemingly touch screen. This implementation 

of LeapSense in 2D space will also be referred as Touch Mode in the rest of the 

repo11. Generally, Touch Mode in LeapSense is implemented with the following steps: 

• First, LeapSense learns about the screen dimension (in mm) and the 

screen position in LMC coordinate system (x,y,z axis m 

mm). LeapSense then builds virtual touch screen object based on the 

recognized screen dimension and screen position. This step is being 

performed by Screen Recognizer application inside LeapSense. 

• Second , LeapSense detects any collision that happens between the 

user's finger with the created virtual touch screen object and translates 

this collision into clicking action in the computer environment. This 

step is handled by Touch Manager application inside LeapSense. 



2.1.1. SCREEN RECOGNIZER 

·--· -- r:-------·----- ·-.--·---

Screen Recognizer is an application that exists inside LeapSense that is used 

to learn the screen position in LMC coordinate and its actual dimension in mm. 

Screen Recognizer recognizes the screen by asking user to pinpoint 5 

predetermined points on the screen. Using screen coordinate system (x,y in pixels 

with upper left corner of the screen denotes 0,0) these 5 predetermined points could 

be described as the following: 

Point Location (x,y) in screen coordinate 

system. Both x and y are in pixels. 

Upper left point (1) Ch Screen Width, 1h Screen Height) 

Upper right point (2) (% Screen Width, 1h Screen Height) 
4 corner points 

Lower right point (3) 
I 

(% Screen Width1 % Screen Height) 

Lower left point (4) (1/i Screen Width, % Screen Height) 

Center Po int (5) (Yz Screen Width, Yz Screen Height) 

Given the above predetennined points, Screen Recognizer is responsible to 

detect the location of those points in LMC coordinate system (x,y,z in mm with LMC 

center denotes the origin). Once it gets the points' position in LMC coordinate system, 

it could then perform mapping of those points from screen coordinate system to LMC 

coordinate system in order to acquire the actual screen position in LMC coordinate 

system and its actual dimension in mm. 

To aid Screen Recognizer in recognizing the position of those points in LMC 

coordinate system, user pinpoints the respective point using his index finger for 

specific amount of time. Thus, Screen Recognizer could conclude that the location of 

the user's index finger that stays in the same location for specific amount of time is 

the location of the respective point. 

With the 4 corner points' location both known in LMC coordinate system (in 

mm) and screen coordinate system (in pixels), Screen Recognizer calculated .the 

actual width and height of the screen (in mm) by proportioning screen dimension in 

l. __ 
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pixels with the point's distance m pixels and multiply the ratio with the point's 

distance in mm. 

Furthermore, normal vector of the screen could be detem1ined by sampling 3 

points out of those 5 detected points. To minimize the error, ScreenRecognizer build 

normal vector each for the following combinations: Point (1), (2), (3); Point (2), (3), 

(4); Point (3), (4), (1); Point (4), (1), (3); and takes the average of these 4 normal 

vectors. This average normal vector then is used together with point (5) to create 

plane equation that explains the screen. 

During the test phase, it was also occasionally found that one out of five 

predetermined points ' z location has exceptional value compared to the other four 

points' z location. This point is considered to be outlier and is detected via statistical 

approach, i.e. comparing its z location with the data upper boundary and lower 

boundary. In statistic, the upper boundary is the third qumtile added with the 

interquartile range while the lower boundary is the first quartile deducted with the 

interqumtile range. When such point is detected, LeapSense calibrates the outlying 

point by asking the user to pinpoint the outlying point again and perfom1s outlier 

checking again. Once no outlying point is found, the plane equation, which is created 

will have better fitting with the real screen. 

The actual screen width and height (in mm) and also the plane equation that 

explains the screen are used to build virtual touch screen object that will be used later 

to detem1ine touching action in Touch Mode. 

2.1.2. TOUCH MANAGER 

Touch Manager is an application in LeapSense which is responsible to any 

collision that happens between user' s finger and screen (touching the screen) and 

translates it into clicking action in computer environment. This application utilizes the 

virtual touch screen object which is created by Screen Recognizer. To improve the 

reliability of the touch, Touch Manager tracks user' s index finger location only. 

The collision between user' s index finger and the screen is detected by 

checking whether the finger ' s x and y location is still enclosed by the screen' s four 

corner ' s x and y location and the finger ' s z location is smaller or equal to the screen' s 

z location. Screen' s z location is determined by using the plane equation of the vi1tual 

touch screen object given the finger ' s x and y location as the input. 
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Furthe1more, since by hardware, LMC has difficulty in detem1ining the 

coordinate of an object along z-axis, LeapSense tries to compromise this shortcoming 

by relaxing the comparison between finger's z location and screen's location with 

some level of tolerance. This tolerance is set to be relatively small for the point on the 

screen that is nearest to the frontmost comer of the screen (largest z location) and 

relatively large for the point that is near the back:most corner of the screen (smallest z 

location). The tolerance is set to be this way because the farther an object from 

LMC's origin axis, the more inaccurate its location is detected by LMC. 

Touch Manager translates the touching action into two type of resulting action 

depending on the duration the finger touching the screen on the same location. These 

actions are: 

• Single Left Mouse Click 

• Single Left Mouse Click is fmiher separated into two actions - Left 

Mouse Press and Left Mouse Release. Left Mouse Press action is 

triggered when the finger is detected to touch the screen from non

touching state. On the contrary, Left Mouse Release action is triggered 

when the finger is detected to leave the touch screen from touching 

state. Both of Left Mouse Press and Left Mouse Release actions are 

handled by Java Robot class. 

• Double Left Mouse Click 

• Double Left Mouse Click is another common action that is often 

performed with the mouse to open an application or folder in Windows. 

In LeapSense, Double Left Mouse Click action is triggered whenever 

user's finger is touching the screen on the same location for specific 

amount of time. This Double Left Mouse Click action is handled by 

Java Robot class by firing Left Mouse Release, Left Mouse Click, Left 

Mouse Release, Left Mouse Click, Left Mouse Release consecutively. 

2.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAPSENSE IN 30 SPACE 

(GESTURE MODE AND SCROLL MODE) 

Implementation of LeapSense in 30 space has the objective to fmiher improve 

human interaction with their computer. In 30 space, LeapSense allows people to 

interact with their computers through intuitive and interactive gestures. The 



implementation of LeapSense in 3D space is further divided into two type of mode, 

which are Gesture Mode and Scroll Mode. Generally, Gesture Mode in LeapSense is 

handled by Gesture Manager while Scroll Mode is handled by Scroll Manager. 

2.2.1. GESTURE MANAGER (GESTURE MODE) 

Gesture Manager is an application in LeapSense, which has the responsibility to 

manage all the gestures in the LeapSense. The gestures in Gesture Manager will be 

used as the main navigation in Windows 7 OS environment. In addition, LeapSense 

also has set of gestures specifically tailored for different 1i1ain applications such as 

Microsoft PowerPoint, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Spotify, and Windows 

Media Player. For these specific gestures, LeapSense has different separated gesture 

managers for each of the applications. For example, Microsoft PowerPoint will have 

its own gesture manager called Microsoft PowerPoint's Gesture Manager. The 

implementations will be broke down as the followings: 

2.2.1.1. GESTURE MANAGER 

Gesture Function 

Five Fingers Circle Clockwise To turn on gesture mode 

Five Fingers Circle Counter- To turn off gesture mode 

Clockwise 

Five Fingers Swipe Up To show all of the current running applications 

Five Fingers Swipe Down To minimize the current focused application 

Five Fingers Swipe Right To minimize all of the current running applications, 

and open the desktop 

Five Fingers Swipe Left To open windows menu application 

Five Fingers Grab To close the current focused application 
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2.2.1.2. GOOGLE CHROME AND MOZILLA FIREFOX'S GESTURE 

MANAGER 

Gesture Function 

One Finger Circle Clockwise To switch to the next tab 

One Finger Circle Counter- To switch to the previous tab 

Clockwise 

One Finger Swipe Up To create a new tab 

One Finger Swipe Down To close the current tab/ pop-up 

One Finger Swipe Right To go to the next page in your browsing history for 

the tab 

One Finger Swipe Left To go to the previous page m your browsing 

history for the tab 

2.2.1.3. SPOTIFY AND WINDOWS MEDIA PLAYER'S GESTURE 

MANAGER 

Gesture Function 

One Finger Circle Clockwise To increase the volume 

One Finger Circle Counter- To decrease the volume 

Clockwise 

One Finger Swipe Down To play/ pause the current track 

One Finger Swipe Right To play the next song 

One Finger Swipe Left To play the previous song 

,:--
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2.2.1.4. MICROSOFT POWERPOINT'S GESTURE MANAGER 

Gesture Function 

One Finger Circle Clockwise To change pointer to pen 

One Finger Circle Counter- To change pen to pointer 

Clockwise 

One Finger Swipe Down To erase drawing on-screen 

One Finger Swipe Right To the next slide 

One Finger Swipe Left To the previous slide 

Five Fingers Grab To end slide show 

Figure 5. LeapSense's Gestures 

Upper Left: Five Fingers Swipe Left, Upper Right: Five Finger Swipe Up, Lower Right: One Finger 

Circle Clockwise, Lower Left: One Finger Circle Counter Clockwise 
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To be able to use all the gestures listed above, user simply has to tum on the 

gesture mode by doing the five fingers circle clockwise gesture. Likewise, to tum off 

the gesture mode, user simply does the five fingers circle counter-clockwise gesture. 

The gesture mode is Leap Sense can be identified by the change of the cursor icon into 

a "two hands" icon. 

2.2.2. SCROLL MANAGER (SCROLL MODE) 

Scroll Manager is an application in LeapSense that allows user to navigate up and 

down within an application or a window. To turn on the Scroll Manager, user simply 

has to flip his hand to the right. This will lead LeapSense to enter Scroll Mode. 

Similarly, to turn off the Scroll Manager, user has to flip his hand to the right again. 

When the user turn on the scroll mode, the current position of the hand will be used as 

the pivot in which if the user move his hand higher than the pivot, it will scroll up and 

similarly, if the user move his hand lower than the pivot, it will scroll down. The 

Scroll Mode in LeapSense can be identified by the change of the cursor into into a 

blue rectangle in the pivot position and arrow up and arrow down for the scroll up and 

scroll down mode respectively. 

2.3. VISUAL FEEDBACK IMPLEMENTATION 

LeapSense provides visual feedback for the user using custom cursor created with 

Java Graphics class. This custom cursor reacts differently depending on the action 

that the user perfo1ms and has various shape depending on the cmTent mode of 

Leap Sense. 

• TouchMode 

• In Touch Mode, the custom cursor is in shape of ring. This ring is grey 

in color and will resize itself according to the distance between the 

user's index finger and the screen. The closer the distance between 

them, the smaller the ring will be. This ring's color will also turn into 

green when the user' s index finger is touching the screen. Furthermore, 

when the user's index finger keeps touching the same location on the 

screen, a blue circle arc will be created around the custom cursor. The 

length of the arc denotes how long the user ' s index finger has been 

, ... 
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pointing the same location. When this larger arc finally forms a circle, 

it informs the user that double click is performed. 

• Gesture Mode 

• In Gesture Mode, the custom cursor is in shape of hand. 

• Scroll Mode 

• In Scroll Mode, the custom cursor will be in shape of arrow. The arrow 

will be pointing upwards when the user is performing scroll up and 

vice versa. If the user does not perform either scroll up or scroll down 

but LeapSense is currently in Scroll Mode, the custom cursor will be in 

shape of rectangle to denote that it is ready to receive scroll action. 

3.DISCUSSION 

3.1. IMPLEMENTATION IN 2D SPACE 

In the early phase of LeapSense's development, LeapSense assumed straight 

standing screen to have constant z location. This constant z location was then used to 

determine the boundary between touching and non-touching state. However, it was 

found that LMC hardware has trouble in detecting uniform z location across straight 

screen, i.e, straight screen would be seen as slanting screen by LMC. Therefore, to 

tackle this inaccurate detection along z axis, LeapSense modeled the screen with 

plane equation instead. After going through several model of plane equation which 

was built by sample various points on the screen, LeapSense finally adopt the current 

model of plane equation which was considered to be able to compromise the tradeoff 

of previous models. 

Current implementation of LeapSense in 20 space works well with large icon 

such as those used in Desktop. Opening an application from Desktop, rearranging 

Desktop icons, or pressing large button in any application could be performed 

effortlessly with LeapSense. On the other hand, LeapSense has limitation in pressing 

small icons or buttons, such as those used in Windows System Tray (which located in 

the right bottom corner of desktop). This limitation was mostly influenced by the fact 

that LMC hardware itself had large standard deviation in detecting y location of an 

object. 

Given LMC optimum field of view to be an inverted pyramid with 600 mm 

height, 150 degree wide, and 120 degree deep, LeapSense overall performance in 
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terms of accuracy and reliability is optimum on the screen which size fits well with 

LMC field of view. For screen larger than LMC field of view, the performance on the 

boundary of LMC field of view degrades. This limitation of LeapSense again is 

inherited from LMC hardware. 

3.2. IMPLEMENTATION IN 3D SPACE 

As for the implementation of 3D space, LeapSense's set of gestures have 

undergone several changes and modification in order to increase users' experience. 

The changes were made under thorough researches on how to alleviate Gorilla Arm 

Syndrome. To design a better and more intuitive gestures, this project used the bottom 

up strategy in which it first discovered all the possible functionality. Afterwards, 

several set of proposed gestures are tested and examined according to the followings 

criteria: 

I. Easy to perform and remember 

2. Intuitiveness 

3. Ergonomics 

In addition, LeapSense also organized each of the gestures into groups according to 

their functionalities and applications. 
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4.FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
For the future development, the direction is to allow users to be able to create their 

own customized gestures. By providing customized gestures feature, LeapSense will 

increase users ' experience in interacting with their computers in a more intuitive and 

unique way. Aside from that, LeapSense could also be improved to support larger 

screen by collaborating multiple Leap Motion Controller devices. 

5.CONCLUSION 
With the touch screen and motion detection technology emerging as one of the most 

used technology, this project takes the opportunity by combining both touchscreen 

and motion detection technology to create LeapSense, an application that has the 

ability to turn any computer screen into gesture-assisted touch screen. As this project 

emphasizes on the impot1ance of increasing human-computer interaction, the research 

conducted must took into account both technical and non-technical issues to allow 

users to interact effortlessly with their computers in a more intuitive and natural way. 

We believe that LeapSense still has a lot of rooms for improvement in the future to 

help people in interacting with their computers in the best way possible. 

•.·. ,.-. 
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